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Carmen Aboy Valldejuli was, according to New York Times food critic Craig Claiborne, "the foremost
authority on Puerto Rican cooking" whose cookbooks are"the definitive books on island
cooking."Her cookbook, Juntos en la Cocina (Together in the Kitchen), is the result of fifty years of
love, sharing and hard work. Carmen and her husband, Luis presented their favorite recipes in this
new volume. Now these flavorful meals are available to anyone interested in learning the art of
Puerto Rican cuisine from two of its finest teachers.Written in Spanish, Juntos en la Cocina provides
a complete tour of the culinary arts of Puerto Rico. Adobo and sofrito, the bases of many island
dishes, are despcribed in detail. To enable both novice and experienced cooks to create savory
meals, each recipe gives step-by-step instructions, with special emphasis on preparation and
serving.Sample Chili con Carne, Chicken Fiesta, Carne Empanada and traditional black beans and
rice. Pasta is never dull with recipes for Lasagna a la San Juan and Spaghetti Florentine. And
dessert temptations include chocolate and mango flan, queen's cake and other exotic
pastries.Whether you are working alone in the kitchen or with someone you love, Juntos en la
Cocina is a friend you won't want to be without.
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This book contains completely new, faster and easier recipes to make without loosing any of our
unique taste of Puerto-rican cooking. This book, together with the author's original book, "Cocina
Criolla" belong together. Cocina Criolla has most of the basic recipes for the food eaten here in

Puerto Rico, while this book"Juntos en la Cocina" has others which are easier and faster to make.
The seasonings used in this book are the best we've seen and eaten and we recommend these
books over other cookbooks (Puerto-rican) that we've used. We completely recommend this book to
all those who love good and tasty food which is unique to our puerto-rican cooking; however we
also recommend it together with the author's original book "Cocina Criolla". These two books are in
our kitchen as well as in the kitchens of all our children and are considered to be like our Bible, with
an Old and a New Testament. Highly recommended for all who love to prepare and eat good food.

Love it! Is an excellent book to keep, it doesn't matter if you've lived in PR for 25 yrs you have to
add this to your collection 'cause there is always something you forget & with this book "grandmas
flavors" will always be with you! ;) Plus don't forget Cocina Criolla, they go together!

Received this recipe book today and reviewed it. This book has a great number of recipes and
many that I have never heard of or eaten before. Needless to say, I look forward to duplicating some
of these recipes and so...let the adventure in the Culinary Art of Puerto Rican Cooking begin! This
book is plum full of recipes which have been gathered for many, many years! I highly recommend
"Juntos En La Cocina" if you like to cook like I do. Thanks, Joseph L. Mesa

If your looking for "the" puerto rican cookbook. Look no further, you have just found it! It has pretty
much everything you can think of on puerto rico's cuisine. From showing you how to make sofrito to
making arroz con gandules. This is the Second book made from the same Author. The first one is
called "Cocina criolla" That my mother got from her great grandmother. And there is also a Engish
edition called Puerto Rican Cookery that is also great book. Go get your cooking on!

Have tried many recipes. Very eazy to follow recipes. Have had no problem in purchase of food
items. I recommend that all persons who wish a satisfying cooking and eating experience purchase
this book.

I purchased this as a gift for a man from Puerto Rico, who is married to my cousin, who is fluent in
Spanish but who hates to cook. At the very least I thought it might give him some ideas to expand
his menu, however, my real hope was that they both would be inspired to try out a few recipes in the
kitchen together. Promptly, I received a thank you call, and was surprised when my cousin told me
she had purchased the same book, in English, decades ago when they were going steady. Even

more surprising, was to find out she actually owns a yellow apron and now intends to buy her
husband a matching apron, just like the author and her husband are wearing on the cover!My only
regret is that I am 1400 miles away from them and won't be able to enjoy their Puerto Rican comida.
The book was suppose to inspire them, but I am now itching to try Puerto Rican cuisine.

Wonderful new edition. Lots more recipes, improved explanations. Unfortunately no photos. I'd have
paid extra for some images. Regardless, this is the "joy of Cooking" for traditional Puertorican food. I
bought two copies: one as a gift because if I loan it out I doubt I'll get it back.
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